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AA Responsibility Statement:  “I am responsible.  When anyone, anywhere, reaches out for help,                      

I want the hand of AA always to be there.  And for that, I am responsible.” 

To get involved in service at LCAA, we invite you to attend one 
of our upcoming board meetings.  Join us Monday, November 
2nd or Monday, December 7th at 7pm.                                             
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What’s Inside 

My new life! 

Sponsorship 
& spiritual 
guidance  

To be happy 
again with  
myself sober! 

I Don’t feel 

like Drinking 

To be     
of use to 
society 
again 

GRANDCH
ILDREN 

Having a 

choice today 

Waking up clear-
headed and 
remembering 
conversations 
with my family 
from the previous 
night. This is big!! 

Absolutely 
Everything!  

Powerlessness & 

a relationship with 

my Higher Power 

Reaching 
The hand of AA 

Out 
in Greater Lansing 

24 Hour Hotline (517) 377-1444                          www.aalansingmi.org 
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A Genuine 

Gratitude 

“An honest regret for harms done, 
a genuine gratitude for blessings 
received, and a willingness to try 
for better things tomorrow will be 
the permanent assets we shall 
seek.”  
                       - 12& 12, Step Ten 

 

Sobriety brings with it a multitude 

of challenges but an even more 

astonishing number of blessings.   

As Gratitude Month approaches, we 

have an opportunity to  reflect on 

all the blessings, big and small, that 

make all the effort of recovery so 

precious.  We want to know what 

you’re grateful for this year!   

Send a representative from your 

group to LCAA by the end of 

October to get a canister and blank 

gratitude notes in preparation for 

November. 

These are a few of the 

hundreds of things you said 

you were grateful for in 2014 

I’m grateful that 

you came when I 

asked for help. 

Being in 
good health 

The 
Founders of AA 
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Step             Ten 

Continued to take personal inventory                
and when we were wrong promptly admitted it. 

As we work the first nine Steps, we prepare ourselves for the adventure of a new life.  But 

when we approach Step Ten we commence to put out AA way of living to practical use, day by 

day, in fair weather or foul.  Then comes the acid test: can we stay sober, keep in emotional 

balance, and live to good purpose under all conditions?   

A continuous look at our assets and liabilities, and a real desire to learn and grow by this 

means, are necessities for us.  We alcoholics have learned this the hard way.  More 

experienced people, of course, in all times and places have practiced unsparing self-survey and 

criticism.  For the wise have always known that no one can make much of his life until he is 

able to admit and accept what he finds, and until he patiently and  persistently tires to correct 

what is wrong.  

When a drunk has a terrific hangover because he drank too heavily yesterday, he cannot live 

well today.  But there is another kind of hangover which we all experience whether we are 

drinking or not.  That is the emotional hangover, the direct result of yesterday’s and 

sometimes today’s excesses of negative emotion—anger, fear jealousy, and the like.  If we 

would live serenely today and tomorrow, we certainly need to eliminate these hangovers.  This 

doesn’t mean we need to wander morbidly around in the past.  It requires an admission and 

correction of errors now.  Our inventory enables us to settle with the past.  When this is done, 

we are really able to leave it behind us.  When our inventory is carefully taken, and we have 

made peace with ourselves, the conviction follows that tomorrow’s challenges can be met as 

they come.    

Finally, we begin to see that all people, including ourselves, are to some extent 

emotionally ill as well as frequently wrong, and then we approach true tolerance and see 

what real love for our fellows actually means.  It will become more and more evident as we 

go forward that it is pointless to become angry, or to get hurt by people who, 

like us, are suffering from the pains of growing up.   
   12 & 12 

   Pages 88, 89, 92 

2 

“Nothing can stop the man with the right mental attitude from achieving his goal; nothing on 
earth can help the man with the wrong mental attitude.”      - Thomas Jefferson 
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10 
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Long Form 
10 The Long and Short of AA’s Traditions 

No AA group or member should ever, in such a way as to implicate AA, express any 

opinion on outside controversial issues–particularly those of politics, alcohol reform, 

or sectarian religion.  The Alcoholics Anonymous groups oppose no one.  Concerning 

such matters they can express no views whatever.  

Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinion on outside issue; hence 

the AA name ought never be drawn into public controversy. 

In Short 

As by some deep instinct, we AAs have known from the very beginning that 

we must never, no matter what the provocation, publicly take sides in any 

fight, even a worthy one.  All history affords us the spectacle of striving nations and groups finally torn asunder 

because they were designed for, or tempted into, controversy.  Others fell apart because of sheer self-righteousness 

while trying to enforce upon the rest of mankind some millennium of their own specification.  In our own times, we 

have seen millions die in political and economic wars often spurred by religious and racial difference.  We live in the 

imminent possibility of a fresh holocaust to determine how men shall be governed, and how the products of nature 

and toil shall be divided among them.  That is the spiritual climate in which AA was born, and by God’s grace has 

nevertheless flourished.   

   12&12, Page 177 

“A long habit of not thinking a thing wrong gives it a 
superficial appearance of being right.” - Thomas Paine 

...It must not pass!  And to 

that end I am sending a 

telegram in the name of  AA 

and our group! 

...I know I speak for all 

of  AA when I protest 

the current legislation 

before Congress!   

How could      

anyone get sober    

or stay sober in     

an outfit like      

that? 
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Alcoholics Anonymous Makes Its Stand Here 

On Saturday, September 26th 
friends and fellows of Mason 

AA’s Steve D gathered at Eagle 
View Golf Club to celebrate 

Steve’s life and raise money for his 
family.  The weather was perfect for 

golf and the outing collected 
over $9,000.  Thanks to 

everyone who participated  
in the event.   Looking 

forward to seeing you at 
next year’s Steve D 

Memorial Golf  Outing! 

Thank   You 

Do I ever give the impression that there 
really is an “AA opinion” on Antabuse? 
Tranquilizers? Doctors? Psychiatrists? 
Churches? Hospitals? Jails? Alcohol? The 
federal government? Legalizing marijuana? 

Vitamins? Al-Anon? Alateen?  

Can I honestly share my own personal 
experience concerning any of those without 
giving the impression I am stating the “AA 

opinion”?  

How can I manifest the spirit of this 
Tradition in my personal life outside AA? 

Inside AA?  

WEST CLUB · SATURDAYS 8PM 

10/3 ANNETTE K, 10/10 TBD, 10/17 STEVE C, 

10/24 JEFFRO, 10/31 EMILY H (K) 

Upcoming Speakers 
EAST CLUB · FRIDAYS 8PM 

10/9 DENU Y, 10/16 JEFF M, 10/23 BOB V, 10/30 JOHN T, 11/8 JEFF W    

HOLT FREEDOM · FRIDAYS 8:30PM 

10/2 JESSICA W, 10/9 TBD, 10/16 RICKY, 10/23 TBD, 

10/30 JERRY S 

9th Tradition Checklist Questions: 

Golf Outing Success! 
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In October of 1939, Cleveland’s primary newspaper, the Plain Dealer, began a five-part series of 

articles introducing the city to it’s fledgling program of Alcoholics Anonymous.  Just five months after 

Cleveland’s first group formed, it was clear that the program’s success was giving hope to countless 

alcoholics and their families.  The following is an excerpt from Part 1 of the series.   

  

Every Thursday evening at the home of some ex-drunk in Cleveland, 40 or 50 former hopeless rummies 

meet for a social evening during which they buck each other up. Nearly every Saturday evening they and 

their families have a party — just as gay as any other party held that evening despite the fact that there 

is nothing alcoholic to drink. From time to time they have a picnic, where everyone has 

a roaring good time without the aid of even one bottle of beer. Yet these are men and 

women who, until recently, had scarcely been sober a day for years, and 

members of their families who all that time had been emotionally 

distraught, social and economic victims of another's addition. 

These ex-rummies, as they call themselves, suddenly salvaged from the 

most socially noisome of fates, are the members of the Cleveland Fellowship of 

an informal society called "Alcoholics Anonymous." Who they are cannot be told, 

because the name means exactly what it says. But any incurable alcoholic who really 

wants to be cured will find the members of the Cleveland chapter eager to help. 

 

The basic point about Alcoholics Anonymous is that it is a fellowship of "cured" alcoholics. And that both old-

line medicine and modern psychiatry had agreed on the one point that no alcoholic could be cured. Repeat 

the astounding fact: 

These are cured.  They have cured each other.  They have done it by adopting, with each other's aid, what 

they call "a spiritual way of life." Incurable alcoholism is not a moral vice. It is a disease. No dipsomaniac 

drinks because he wants to. He drinks because he can't help drinking. 

He will drink when he had rather die than take a drink. That is why so many alcoholics die as suicides. 

He will get drunk on the way home from the hospital or sanitarium that has just discharged him as 

"cured." He will get drunk at the wake of a friend who died of drink. He will swear off for a year, and 

suddenly find himself half-seas over, well into another "bust." He will get drunk at the gates of an 

insane asylum where he has just visited an old friend, hopeless victim of "wet brain." 

 

These are the alcoholics that "Alcoholics Anonymous" cures. Cure is impossible until the victim is convinced 

that nothing that he or a "cure" hospital can do, can help. He must know that his disease is fatal. He must 

be convinced that he is hopelessly sick of body, and of mind — and of soul. He must be eager to accept help 

from any source — even God. 

Alcoholics Anonymous has a simple explanation for an alcoholic's physical disease. It was provided them by 

the head of one of New York City's oldest and most famous "cure" sanitariums. The alcoholic is allergic to 

alcohol. One drink sets up a poisonous craving that only more of the poison can assuage. That is why after 

the first drink the alcoholic cannot stop. 

They have a psychiatric theory equally simple and convincing. Only an alcoholic can understand another 

alcoholic's mental processes and state. And they have an equally simple, if unorthodox, conception of God. 

 “He will 

drink when he 

had rather die 

than take a 

drink.” 

Fellowship 

Cured 

Prayer 

Alcoholics Anonymous Makes Its Stand Here 

- Elrick Davis, Cleveland Plain Dealer 
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"Easy does it" is my favorite slogan. It became my favorite slogan when I "promptly admitted I was wrong." It 

started while talking with a difficult employee who said something that triggered a temper flare up in me.  It 

was not good. My temper had always been difficult for me, and others. This flare up left me with an emotional 

hang over. Step 10 kept crossing my mind: "when we were wrong promptly admitted it." 

I was wrong for sure. What a wonderful time to practice Step 10. I went over to the employee and admitted I 

was wrong. She said something and my temper flared again. This time with much more heat. 

Emotional hangovers come in different sizes, and this one was a lot worse than the original one. The best thing 

for me is to quiet the anger and rage. Then to admit I was wrong to myself. "Easy Does It" slows things down for 

me.  The mistake, for me, was promptly admitting that I was wrong to others, before I was over my temper 

tantrum. In the Step Ten chapter of the Twelve and Twelve, it indicates that we promptly admit it to ourselves! 

Of course, also admitting to other trusted people like my sponsor and/or spiritual advisor could be helpful. 

Promptly admitting my wrong to other person involved is to be done when I can approach folks in a calm and 

balanced manner. To help 

me to do this, there are 

two steps to fall back on. I 

look back at Steps Eight 

and Nine. I become willing 

to make amends, and make 

those amends except when 

to do so would injure them 

or others. This action gives 

me time to balance myself 

before proceeding. 

"Easy does it" is a form of 

meditation. Just saying the 

words make me smile. 

Have a smile, change a 

thought. 

Emotional hangovers can 

be very painful and 

dangerous. They can make 

a drink very tempting. I 

can think that this tantrum 

and emotional hangover 

are worse than any others, 

and I will never be OK 

again. 

Slogans can be positive 

grounding tools that help 

us stay balanced. "Easy 

does it" nudges me into a 

positive mindset. Then I 

can, if appropriate, make 

amends. 

A Calming Balance 

- Bob D 

from AAGrapevine.org 
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Special edition with red 
hardcover binding, the 
famous “circus cover” dust 
jacket and bulky paper 
(which was why it was 

initially called the Big Book).  

75th Anniversary 
Big Book 

Fifty-six retired stories from 
the first three editions of the 

Big Book come back in print 

in this anthology.  

Experience, 
Strength & Hope 

Daily Reflections 
AAs reflect on favorite 
quotations from A.A. 
literature. A reading for 

each day of the year.  

As Bill Sees It 
This collection of Bill's 

writings is a daily source of 

comfort and inspiration.  

A drunk staggers in to a Catholic church and sits down in a confession box and says nothing. The 

bewildered priest coughs to attract his attention, but still the drunk says nothing. The priest then 

knocks on the wall three times in a final attempt to get the man to speak. Finally, the drunk replies: 

"No use knocking buddy, there's no paper in this one either."   Updates & prints meeting 

lists 

 Supplies literature, 
beginners pamphlets and 

chips to AA Groups  

 Conducts monthly board 
meetings on the first 

Monday of every month 

 Prints monthly 

newsletter, Reaching Out 

 Arranges for speakers to 
provide public 
information about AA to 
schools, businesses and 

professional groups 

 Works closely with jails 

and penal institutions  

 Hosts weekly AA 
orientation meeting for 
newcomers and the 

public 
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Literature Sales 
These and MANY other titles are available 

for purchase at the Central Office 

Coordinates Activities 
LCAA organizes and funds fellowship events 

Celebration    

of Sobriety 

Lansing Central 
AA Picnic 

Phone Service & Website 
The phone service is operated out of the Central 

Office during the day, and an answering service assists 

after hours.  We receive about 600 

contacts every month form people 

seeking help or information.  Our 

website is undergoing a major 

renovation, with a focus on making the 

meeting finder feature more user-friendly.   

Community Services 

Within AA Outside AA 

The Lansing Central Office of Alcoholics Anonymous, by AA tradition, exists primarily as a service organization.  

It is the first point of contact with AA for many who believe they or someone they love may have a drinking problem.   

Here are some of the services LCAA provides to our community. 

The Scoop On Central 

Not A 
Glum 

Lot 
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Out Reaching 

Group Contributions Through September 2015 

“Blessed are those who give without remembering and take without forgetting.” 
                                                                                                                                                                    - Elizabeth Bibesco  
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